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Question: 1
What are two characteristics of RPC API calls? (Choose two.)
A. They can be used only on network devices.
B. They use only UDP for communications.
C. Parameters can be passed to the calls.
D. They must use SSL/TLS.
E. They call a single function or service.

Answer: AC
Reference:
https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9629399/chap6.htm

Question: 2
Which two actions do Python virtual environments allow users to perform? (Choose two.)
A. Simplify the CI/CD pipeline when checking a project into a version control system, such as Git.
B. Efficiently port code between different languages, such as JavaScript and Python.
C. Run and simulate other operating systems within a development environment.
D. Quickly create any Python environment for testing and debugging purposes.
E. Quickly create an isolated Python environment with module dependencies.

Answer: DE
Reference:
https://realpython.com/python-virtual-environments-a-primer/

Question: 3
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the commands to the Ansible playbook that applies configuration to an interface on a
Cisco IOS XE device. Not all options are used.
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Answer:

Reference:
http://imxing.cn/?p=464

Question: 4
Refer to the exhibit.

The task is to create a Python script to display an alert message when a Meraki MX Security
Appliance goes down. The exhibit shows sample data that is received. Which Python snippet displays
the device name and the time at which the switch went down?
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A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: B
Question: 5
Refer to the exhibit.

The goal is to write a Python script to automatically send a message to an external messaging
application when a rogue AP is detected on the network. The message should include the broadcast
SSID that is in the alert. A function called “send_to_application” is created, and this is the
declaration:
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send_to_application(message)
The exhibit also shows the data that is received by the application and stored in the variable
return_val. Which Python code completes the task?

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: A
Explanation
For number in range value is required for the application to send the alert. Bssids are also included.
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